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Securing a peaceful future for elephants in
Southern Tanzania, and beyond

Welcome to STEP’s second quarterly newsletter! April – June 2015
The Southern Tanzania Elephant Program (STEP) is an elephant conservation project based in
Southern Tanzania. We work with wildlife authorities and communities to increase protection for
elephants and to enhance human-elephant coexistence. We also conduct conservation-led scientific
research.

Ruaha Elephant Monitoring: Dry Season Changes
May marked the beginning of the dry season in Ruaha, and with no prospect of rain for many months,
the grasslands are gradually fading to a warm yellow. With surface water drying out elsewhere, many
elephants are returning to the Ruaha basin and the Great Ruaha River – a crucial water source for all
of Ruaha’s wildlife throughout the long dry season. Our dry season transects have introduced us to
many new elephants, which we are adding to our growing elephant ID database for Ruaha – now
approaching 900 individuals. This elephant ID database is a key tool for assessing the demography of
the Ruaha elephant population, and for documenting the pressures of poaching.

Ruaha Citizen Science
We are excited to be collaborating with Ruaha Carnivore Project and guides from eight tourist camps
in Ruaha National Park on a program to collect elephant sightings data from game drives. Starting this
dry season, guides will be submitting their elephant sightings data and photos to us, thereby helping
us add new elephants to our Ruaha ID database and increase our re-sightings of known individuals. In
June, the STEP field team met with guides from Jongomero and Mdonya Old River Camp to provide
training on sexing, ageing and identifying elephants, and to walk them through data collection. Many
thanks to Ruaha Carnivore Project for providing the tablets and cameras for data collection, and to all
the participating guides and camps.

Field Manager Josephine Smit provides training to guides at Jongomero Camp

As part of our efforts to be additional eyes and ears on the ground, we are also mapping and
monitoring dry-season springs, which are important water sources for elephants and other wildlife
and thus potential poaching targets.
In April, we trained a team from Katavi National Park, comprising Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS)
and Park Ecology staff, in the elephant transect monitoring and ID methods that we use for Ruaha.
We will be advising and supporting them in the longer term to develop a complimentary monitoring
program and database for that important elephant population of western Tanzania.

STEP with Katavi elephant monitoring team

Education on Human-Elephant Coexistence in the Kilombero Valley
In communities experiencing human-elephant conflict, one of our priorities is to foster a more
positive attitude towards elephants through initiatives such as beehive fence projects, and through
education on the value of elephants. In collaboration with Associazione Mazingira, we are developing
a module on human-elephant coexistence to be taught as part of Mazingira’s environmental
education program in 13 primary schools and 5 secondary schools in the Kilombero Valley. The
module will teach some of the causes of human-elephant conflict, and importantly, communicate the
message that elephants and people can, and should, coexist.

STEP hosted 7th meeting of the Ruaha Round Table
On 6th June 2015, STEP hosted the 7th meeting of the Ruaha Round Table, a forum for researchers
and conservationists committed to supporting and sustaining the Ruaha ecosystem. Among the
attendees were WCS Tanzania Program, Ruaha Carnivore Project, SPANEST, Wildlife Connection, HALI
Project, and Wild Dog researcher Monty Kalyahe. It was fantastic to hear about, and develop further,
all the collaborations that are happening between projects. This is exactly how it should be, and it is a
privilege to be part of a group working together with the common goal of conserving such an
important and spectacular area.

Thanks to all who attended the 7th Ruaha Round Table

Elephant Researcher Lameck Mkuburo presenting for STEP

New STEP Recruits
We are delighted to introduce two new members of the STEP team: Nanginyi Mollel, Finance and
Administration Officer, and Lameck Mkuburo, Elephant Researcher. Nanginyi holds a degree in
Accounting in Finance, and keeps the STEP office up and running. Lameck holds a BSc in Wildlife
Management and spent a year assisting on national carnivore surveys prior to joining STEP. He is a
key member of the Ruaha elephant monitoring and research team.

Nanginyi Mollel
Finance and Administration Officer

Lameck Mkuburo
Elephant Researcher

TZ Elephant News: Census results released, China moving towards ivory trade ban?
On 1st June, Hon. Lazaro Nyalandu, Minister for Natural Resources and Tourism, announced the
results of Tanzania's national elephant census, carried out from May to November 2014 by the
Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute (TAWIRI). The bare figures are bleak and confirm our worst
fears. Overall the national population estimate has plummeted by 60% in 5 years: from 109,051 in
2009 to 43,330 in 2014. The hardest hit ecosystems have been in the traditional elephant strongholds
of southern Tanzania: Selous-Mikumi, down from about 55,000 in 2006 and 39,000 in 2009 to 15,217
in 2014; and Ruaha-Rungwa, down from an estimated 20,009 in the 2013 count to an estimated 8,272
in 2014.
These Ruaha-Rungwa results are particularly shocking, but also merit further investigation. There will
be a re-census of Ruaha-Rungwa later this year, and we will be working with TAWIRI in the meantime
to better understand the status of this population, and the poaching hotspots. What is not in doubt is
that Tanzania's elephant poaching crisis is continuing, and time is running out.
The greatest driver of this disaster is the demand for ivory in China, where up to 90% of the tusks
from the poached elephants of Tanzania end up. A great proportion of this blood ivory is sold under
cover of China's legal domestic ivory trade, therefore closure of this market will be vital to saving
Tanzania's remaining elephants. We were surprised and cautiously happy to hear the Chinese
announcement in late May that they plan to phase out their ivory trade. However, there is still no
official timeline for this, and for elephants' sake, it needs to happen now!
You can read more on our take on these and other issues, and find links to relevant articles, here.

Brief STEP Updates
Our surveillance-and-monitoring microlight is on its way now to Ruaha-Rungwa from South
Africa, with its intrepid pilot team, Charles and Annie. Safe travels!
Dr. Trevor Jones presented the story of our beehive fence project in Udzungwa at the
inception meeting of the new IUCN/AWF 'SUSTAIN' program in Morogoro in May. Feedback
was very positive and we have received invitations to work in several other villages in the
Kilombero Valley - we are working on raising the funds, and hope to be there soon.
This month we head into the villages around the entire boundary of Ruaha National Park to
evaluate relations between elephants and people there - the results will guide us on how we
can help.

Supporting STEP
STEP relies on the generosity and kindness of our supporters – you help us to do more for elephants.
Please consider supporting us in the following ways:
Follow STEP on Facebook, Twitter, and via our website, and share our work and news updates
on all things elephant
Help raise awareness with our “Save Tanzania’s Elephants” t-shirts (Tsh 30,000) and tyre
covers (Tsh 80,000) (email info@stzelephants.org)
Support local farmers by buying elephant-friendly honey (available at the Butcher Shop, Dar)
Donate to an aspect of our work of your choice (email info@stzelephants.org)

Thank you for your support,
The STEP team
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